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once again demonstrates her extraordinary range and brilliance. Her
new novel, set in the 1850s, speaks to us in a splendidly quirky
voice--the strong, wry, no-nonsense voice of Lidie Harkness of Quincy,
Illinois, a young woman of courage, good sense, and good heart. It
carries us into an America so violently torn apart by the question of
slavery that it makes our current political battlegrounds seem a
peaceable kingdom. Lidie is hard to scare. She is almost shockingly
alive--a tall, plain girl who rides and shoots and speaks her mind,
and whose straightforward ways paradoxically amount to a kind of
The Aspen Grove Florida Kids Press, Incorporated
glamour. We see her at twenty, making a good marriage--to Thomas
Forced to drop out of an esteemed East Coast college after the sudden death of her
Newton, a steady, sweet-tempered Yankee who passes through her
parents, Jane Moore takes a nanny job at Thornfield Park, the estate of Nico
hometown on a dangerous mission. He belongs to a group of rashly brave
Rathburn, a world-famous rock star on the brink of a huge comeback. Practical and
New England abolitionists who dedicate themselves to settling the
independent, Jane reluctantly becomes entranced by her magnetic and brooding
Kansas Territory with like-minded folk to ensure its entering the
employer and finds herself in the midst of a forbidden romance. But there's a mystery Union as a Free State. Lidie packs up and goes with him. And the novel
at Thornfield, and Jane's much-envied relationship with Nico is soon tested by an
races alongside them into the Territory, into the maelstrom of "Bloody
agonizing secret from his past. Torn between her feelings for Nico and his fateful
Kansas," where slaveholding Missourians constantly and viciously clash
secret, Jane must decide: Does being true to herself mean giving up on true love? An with Free Staters, where wandering youths kill you as soon as look at
irresistible romance interwoven with a darkly engrossing mystery, this contemporary you--where Lidie becomes even more fervently abolitionist than her
retelling of the beloved classic Jane Eyre promises to enchant a new generation of
husband as the young couple again and again barely escape entrapment
readers.
in webs of atrocity on both sides of the great question. And when,
Brave Girl Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
suddenly, cold-blooded murder invades her own intimate circle, Lidie
The Aspen Grove is a story about a third generation Irish immigrant family living in Colorado in 1883. Daniel
doesn't falter. She cuts off her hair, disguises herself as a boy, and
O'Neal, his wife Johanna, their daughter Sarah and their hired hands live a frugal but rewarding life raising
rides into Missouri in search of the killers--a woman in a fiercely
cattle. A catastrophic event changes all of their lives forever and their friends and neighbors must come to their
male world, an abolitionist spy in slave territory. On the run, her
aid. Sheriff Nathan Westphal and his Deputy Wilf Bennington, two men who served on opposite sides of the
Mason-Dixon Line during the Civil War, seek to bring justice to the devastated family. An unexpected twist takes life threatened, her wits sharpened, she takes on yet another
identity--and, in the very midst of her masquerade, discovers herself.
the story in a different direction.
Lidie grows increasingly important to us as we follow her travels and
Voices in St. Augustine Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
adventures on the feverish eve of the War Between the States. With its
In Jennifer L. Holm's New York Times bestselling, Newbery Honor winning middle grade historical
crackling portrayal of a totally individual and wonderfully articulate
fiction novel, life isn't like the movies. But then again, 11-year-old Turtle is no Shirley Temple. She's
smart and tough and has seen enough of the world not to expect a Hollywood ending. After all, it's
woman, its storytelling drive, and its powerful recapturing of an
1935 and jobs and money and sometimes even dreams are scarce. So when Turtle's mama gets a job almost forgotten part of the American story, this is Jane Smiley at
housekeeping for a lady who doesn't like kids, Turtle says goodbye without a tear and heads off to Key her enthralling and enriching best.
West, Florida to live with relatives she's never met. Florida's like nothing Turtle's ever seen before
though. It's hot and strange, full of rag tag boy cousins, family secrets, scams, and even buried pirate
treasure! Before she knows what's happened, Turtle finds herself coming out of the shell she's spent
her life building, and as she does, her world opens up in the most unexpected ways. Filled with
adventure, humor and heart, Turtle in Paradise is an instant classic both boys and girls with love.
Includes an Author's Note with photographs and further background on the Great Depression, as well
as additional resources and websites. Starred Review, Kirkus Reviews: "Sweet, funny and superb."
Starred Review, Booklist: "Just the right mixture of knowingness and hope . . . a hilarious blend of
family drama seasoned with a dollop of adventure."

The Beantown Girls StarWalk Kids Media
Fans of Boston Jane: An Adventure and Boston Jane: Wilderness Days will revel in the rip-roaring
adventure, romance, and humor of this spectacularly spirited and satisfying conclusion to New York
Times bestselling and three-time Newbery Honor–winning author Jennifer L. Holm's acclaimed
historical fiction trilogy. Seventeen-year-old Jane Peck is the darling of Washington Territory—more at
home in a primitive pioneer settlement in the rugged Northwest than she ever was in the refined world of
Philadelphia society. She's outwitted wild animals, vengeful ghosts, and a disloyal fiance, but when her
finishing school nemesis Sally Biddle invades Shoalwater Bay, Jane discovers that the most dangerous
thing on the frontier might just be an impeccably dressed debutant. As the Biddles charm their way into
her close-knit community, Jane finds everything she holds dear threatened—including her true love! Will
Jane's claim on happiness slip away?

Turtle in Paradise Poppy
"The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket" is the only
complete novel written by American writer Edgar Allan Poe. The
story was inspired by a newspaper account of the shipwreck and
subsequent rescue of the two men on board. Poe developed the
story into a tale of the young Arthur Gordon Pym, who stows away
aboard a whaling ship called the Grampus. Yet, it's not the mere
adventures that make this book a literary masterpiece. Poe imbued
his tale with allegorical richness, biblical imagery, and
psychological insights. This novel has influenced numerous
writers, including Melville, James, Verne, and Nabokov.
Jane, Unlimited Center Point
Girls looking for adventure, romance, and a strong heroine will love
the second book in this action-packed historical trilogy by three-time
Newbery Honor winner and New York Times bestselling author Jennifer L.
Holm. 1854. The Pacific Northwest. Sixteen-year-old Jane Peck has
traveled halfway around the world in the name of true love, only to
find herself alone on the frontier, abandoned by her no-good fiancé!
With nothing of her old life in Philadelphia left to return to, Jane
has little choice but to dry her tears, roll up her sleeves, and make
the best of things in Washington Territory. But can a proper young
lady survive as the only girl in a primitive pioneer settlement? And
can she keep her wits about her as she braves a flea-ridden cabin, a
perilous manhunt . . . and a blossoming romance with an entirely
unsuitable suitor? What would Jane's finishing-school teacher say?!
With Boston Jane, Jennifer L. Holm has created a spirited, memorable,
and one-of-a-kind heroine who continues to delight and inspire in this
acclaimed sequel to the award-winning Boston Jane: An Adventure.
The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket Simon and Schuster
See the difference, read #1 bestselling author Jane Smiley in Large
Print * About Large Print All Random House Large Print editions are
published in a 16-point typeface Six years after her Pulitzer Prizewinning best-seller, A Thousand Acres, and three years after her
witty, acclaimed, and best-selling novel of academe, Moo, Jane Smiley

Penny from Heaven Harpercollins Childrens Books
Fans of adventure, romance, and a strong heroine will love this this actionpacked historical trilogy by three-time Newbery Honor winner and New York
Times bestselling author Jennifer L. Holm. 1855. The unknown wilds of the
Pacific Northwest—a land not yet tamed, and certainly not fitting for a
proper young lady! Yet that’s just where Miss Jane Peck finds herself.
After a tumultuous childhood on the wrong side of Philadelphia high
society, Jane is trying to put aside her reckless ways and be accepted as a
proper young lady. And so when handsome William Baldt proposes, she
joyfully accepts and prepares to join him in a world away from her home in
Washington Territory. But Miss Hepplewhite’ s straitlaced finishing school
was hardly preparation for the treacherous months at sea it takes to get
there, the haunting loss she’ll face on the way, or the colorful characters
and crude life that await her on the frontier.
To the Greatest Heights Yearling
This middle-grade historical novel follows three young girls living very
different lives who are connected by one bottle that makes two journeys
across the ocean. It's 1854 and eleven-year-old Bones is a slave on a
Virginia plantation. When she finds her name in the slave-record book, she
rips it out, rolls it up, and sets it free, corked inside a bottle
alongside the carved peach pit heart her long-lost father made for her.
Across the Atlantic on the Isle of Wight, motherless Lady Bess Kent and her
sister discover Bones's bottle half-buried on the beach. Leaving Bones's
name where it began and keeping the peach pit heart for herself, Bess hides
her mother's pearl-encrusted cross necklace in the bottles so her scheming
stepmother, Elsie, can't sell it off like she's done with other family
heirlooms. When Harry, a local stonemason's son, takes the fall for Elsie's
thefts, Bess works with her seafaring friend, Chap, to help him escape. She
gives the bottle to Harry and tells him to sell the cross. Back across the
Atlantic in Boston, Mary Margaret Casey and her father are at the docks
when Mary Margaret spies something shiny. Her father fishes it out of the
water, and they use the cross to pay for a much needed doctor's visit for
Mary Margaret's ailing sister. As Bess did, Mary Margaret leaves Bones's
name where it belongs. An epilogue returns briefly to each girl, completing
the circle of the three unexpectedly interconnected lives.
Lost in Boston DigiCat
Thirteen-year-old Joey Johnson has a problem. He hears voices, only he
can't find the people who belong to them. His curiosity leads him on a
quest where he learns more than just history about "the Nation's Oldest
City." He discovers he has a special connection to the past -- something
that changes his life forever.

Little Babymouse and the Christmas Cupcakes Yearling
A personal account of the author's life among wild chimpanzees in
Africa offers insight into animal behavior and draws parallels between
chimpanzee and human relationships.

The All-True Travels and Adventures of Lidie Newton Yearling
An engagingly illustrated account of immigrant Clara Lemlich's
pivotal role in the influential 1909 women laborer's strike
describes how she worked grueling hours to acquire an education
and support her family before organizing a massive walkout to
protest the unfair working conditions in New York's garment
district. 25,000 first printing.
The Four Winds Yearling
As the only girl in a Finnish American family of seven brothers, May Amelia
Jackson resents being expected to act like a lady while growing up in
Washington state in 1899.

The Trouble with May Amelia Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
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Newbery Honor–winning, New York Times–bestselling, and as full of fun
and adventure as it is of deeper family issues. School’s out for
summer, and Penny and her cousin Frankie have big plans to eat lots of
butter pecan ice cream, swim at the local pool, and cheer on their
favorite baseball team—the Brooklyn Dodgers! But sometimes things
don’t go according to plan. Penny’s mom doesn’t want her to swim
because she’s afraid Penny will get polio. Frankie is constantly
getting into trouble, and Penny feels caught between the two sides of
her family. But even if the summer doesn’t exactly start as planned .
. . things can work out in the most unexpected ways! Set just after
World War II, this thought-provoking novel also highlights the
prejudice Penny’s Italian American family must confront because people
of Italian descent were “the enemy” not long ago. Inspired by threetime Newbery Honor winner Jennifer Holm’s own Italian American family,
Penny from Heaven is a story about families—about the things that tear
them apart and the things that bring them back together. Includes an
author’s note with photographs and background on World War II,
internment camps, and 1950s America, as well as additional resources
and websites. Booklist: “Holm impressively wraps pathos with comedy in
this coming-of-age story, populated by a cast of vivid characters.”
The Jaguar Smile Balzer + Bray
Alice Cavanaugh learned early that the only person she could count on
was herself. As a single mom, she works hard to provide the best life
possible for her son Charlie, and to earn the respect of those around
her. She might take part in a scene at The Club, but she's way too
busy to be anyone's full-time submissive. And that's fine with her,
since the one dominant she's fantasized about submitting to has given
her nothing but mixed-signals and heartache... until now. Alexander
"Slay" Slater, a former Marine and Dungeon Master at The Club, has
been eyeing Alice for a while now... from a distance. But now that
he's set his sights on her, he's all in. He will make her feel safe
and cared for, and attend to her every need--including taking her over
his knee for a sound spanking when she needs it. But when Alice and
Slay are roped into a dangerous entanglement with an insidious drug
cartel, their relationship is put to the test. Can Alice trust Slay,
even when it means ignoring her own fears and instincts? Can Slay keep
Alice safe from the dangers that they face? Above all, can they
overcome the obstacles that keep them apart--so that Slay can become
Alice's Daddy, and Alice... his babygirl?

"Believe in the unexpected" with this hilarious, heartwarming, and
much-anticipated sequel to the New York Times bestseller The
Fourteenth Goldfish! Ellie's grandpa Melvin is a world-renowned
scientist . . . in the body of a fourteen-year-old boy. His feet
stink, and he eats everything in the refrigerator--and Ellie is so
happy to have him around. Grandpa may not exactly fit in at middle
school, but he certainly keeps things interesting. When he and Ellie
team up for the county science fair, no one realizes just how
groundbreaking their experiment will be. The formula for eternal youth
may be within their reach! And when Ellie's cat, Jonas Salk, gets
sick, the stakes become even higher. But is the key to eternal life
really the key to happiness? Sometimes even the most careful
experiments yield unexpected--and wonderful--results.
Boston Jane: Wilderness Days Schwartz & Wade
Lyle is afraid of losing his family forever after he is taken from their
New York apartment and committed to a zoo.

The Third Mushroom Random House Books for Young Readers
An instant New York Times bestseller—from the award-winning author of the
Graceling Realm series—an ambitious novel about grief, adventure,
storytelling, and finding yourself in a world of seemingly infinite
choices. Jane has lived an ordinary life, raised by her aunt Magnolia—an
adjunct professor and deep sea photographer. Jane counted on Magnolia to
make the world feel expansive and to turn life into an adventure. But Aunt
Magnolia was lost a few months ago in Antarctica on one of her expeditions.
Now, with no direction, a year out of high school, and obsessed with making
umbrellas that look like her own dreams (but mostly just mourning her
aunt), she is easily swept away by Kiran Thrash—a glamorous, capricious
acquaintance who shows up and asks Jane to accompany her to a gala at her
family's island mansion called Tu Reviens. Jane remembers her aunt telling
her: "If anyone ever invites to you to Tu Reviens, promise me that you'll
go." With nothing but a trunkful of umbrella parts to her name, Jane
ventures out to the Thrash estate. Then her story takes a turn, or rather,
five turns. What Jane doesn't know is that Tu Reviens will offer her
choices that can ultimately determine the course of her untethered life.
But at Tu Reviens, every choice comes with a reward, or a price. “A genreobliterating book…all but rewires your brain as you read it.” —The New York
Times Book Review
Boston Red Sox ABC Random House Books for Young Readers
Winner of the Scott O'Dell Award Five Starred Reviews! A New York Public
Library Best Book for Kids, 2016 Grown-ups lie. That’s one truth Beans
knows for sure. He and his gang know how to spot a whopper a mile away,
because they are the savviest bunch of barefoot conchs (that means
“locals”) in all of Key West. Not that Beans really minds; it’s 1934, the
middle of the Great Depression. With no jobs on the island, and no money
anywhere, who can really blame the grown-ups for telling a few tales?
Besides, Beans isn’t anyone’s fool. In fact, he has plans. Big plans. And
the consequences might surprise even Beans himself. Return to the wonderful
world of Newbery Honor Book Turtle in Paradise through the eyes of Turtle’s
cousin Beans! "A surprising coming-of-age story with a remarkably honest
message." —The New York Times "[Holm] captures this colorful slice of
Depression history with her usual vivacious wit. . . . Children will love
Beans." —Shelf Awareness, Starred "A novel as entertaining as the motion
pictures [Beans] loves to see."—The Horn Book Magazine, Starred “Inspired
by actual events, Holm’s talent for writing historical fiction is on full
display. . . . Interesting family and small-town dynamics further enrich
this fascinating account of a young boy’s life in Florida’s ‘Recovery
Key.’” —Booklist, Starred "Filled with humor, heart, and warmth." —Kirkus
Review, Starred "Entertaining and illuminating historical fiction."
—Publishers Weekly, Starred

Bloody Jack St. Martin's Press
Donnie Nolan learned early that the secret to life is control. Born
into a world of blood and violence, he broke free from the chains of
his past with the help of Master Blake and his crew at The Club, and
vowed that nothing would drag him back... until a knock at the door
reminds him that there are some chains that can never be broken. All
Grace Diaz had ever dreamed about was freedom - freedom to control her
destiny, to explore her passions, and to love the boy who'd always
been her hero. But those dreams died the day Donnie Nolan left the
neighborhood. Now, thanks to her older brother's debts, Grace has
become a pawn in a criminal chess game. Kidnapped and held by a man
with ties to human traffickers, freedom has never felt like more of a
dream. Donnie must confront his painful past to save Grace. But what
will happen when she realizes that he's not the knight in shining
armor she once thought he was, but a sadist who longs for control?
Will Donnie be able to reconcile his dark desires with his need to
be... her hero?
Gyn/Ecology Simon and Schuster
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